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The Approach is pleased to present the second solo show in the gallery by Sara VanDerBeek.
VanDerBeek continues to explore the relationship between photographic imagery and sculptural forms.
In the past VanDerBeek’s sculptures were constructed only to be photographed, but more recently and
for this exhibition, she presents sculptures in the gallery together with her photographs.
VanDerBeek began by collaborating with three dancers in her hometown of Baltimore, Maryland. She
worked with them on the actions and phrases of certain improvised dances, directing them to explore
lines and angles, before choreographing and capturing selected movements as photographs. In parallel
she created a number of stacked plaster sculptures, each composed of a single symmetrical unit that
repeats fluidly throughout the structure. The configuration of form and pattern within each sculptural
work, and their arrangement throughout the gallery space, creates a direct relationship to the form and
rhythm of the dancer’s bodies in the photographs.
Just as VanDerBeek composed and captured objects in the studio, the bodies in these photographs are
also realized as shapes and form. However, in contrast to the construction of earlier works, the dancers
encourage an element of chance and sense of movement to enter into the compositions. The way the
dancer’s bodies are reflected in the black space of the dance floor is echoed in the mirrored shapes of the
stacked plaster blocks that stand like figures with their imperfect yet distinct symmetry. Despite the
obvious static physical state of the photos and sculptures, movement is suggested. The potential energy
of the dance is equally evident in the captured dance movements as it is in the rhythm of line, space and
form in the sculptures, both individually and as a group. The photographs are the transient capturing of
a moment passed and the sculptures are a permanent incarnation.
In certain ways, the fabrication of the sculptures after the photographs were taken is an inverse of her
original practice, where the sculpture was the starting point that was photographed and then absent.
This new process highlights VanDerBeek’s continuing exploration of the transitive state of both
mediums. A transition into presenting sculptures with her photographs began for VanDerBeek during
the course of two recent projects. In 2010, she created an installation of images at the Whitney Museum
of American Art, entitled “To Think of Time” inspired by Walt Whitman’s poems from his seminal book
“Leaves of Grass”. Finding and framing compositions within the architecture of several American cities,
as well as constructing images in her studio, the work for this exhibition was a meditation on change.
Several of the images portrayed similar structures to those included in this exhibition. Last year at the
Hammer Museum in Los Angeles, she exhibited sculpture as part of an installation that included images
and objects that were created in response to her residency at the museum.
In all of her works, past to present, translating an experience, a memory, a space through images, forms
the foundation of VanDerBeek’s practice. Whether in states of action or stasis there is a fascination with
the relationship between photographic image and object, the architecture of the cities and bodies in
which we live and occupy and the universality of these subjects she chooses to explore.
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